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We report on the fabrication of gallium arsenide (GaAs)/air distributed Bragg reflector

microresonators with indium gallium arsenide quantum wells. The structures are studied via

momentum resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy which allows us to investigate a pronounced

optical mode quantization of the photonic dispersion. We can extract a length parameter from these

quantized states whose upper limit can be connected to the lateral physical extension of the

microcavity via analytical calculations. Laser emission from our microcavity under optical pumping

is observed in power dependent investigations. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4866805]

GaAs microcavities based on distributed Bragg reflec-

tors are key components in a large variety of photonic devi-

ces.1,2 The high reflectivity of dielectric mirrors facilitates

low threshold lasing but also allows to confine light suffi-

ciently long to observe quantum electrodynamical effects

in semiconductor microcavities.3–5 As striking examples,

strong light matter coupling in quantum well (QW) or quan-

tum dot (QD) microcavities based on distributed Bragg

reflectors (DBRs) has been observed.4,6 Due to the small dif-

ference between the refractive indices of the routinely used

lattice matched materials AlAs and GaAs (which is on

the order of 0.5), a large number of dielectric mirror pairs

satisfying the Bragg condition (typically 20–40) usually

sandwich the optical cavity. This is necessary in order to

realize microcavities with sufficiently high quality factors

(Q-factors) to allow for the observation of pronounced light-

matter coupling effects or microcavity laser emission. An

important parameter for the light-matter coupling is the opti-

cal mode volume, which depends on the light penetration

depth into the mirrors, and therefore on the refractive index

contrast.5 Several approaches to reduce the light penetration

into the DBR mirrors have been reported on, including

hybrid photonic crystal mirrors,7,8 plasmonic mirrors,9,10

selective oxidation of aluminum compound mirrors,11 and

GaAs/air DBR mirrors.12 While plasmonic mirrors are espe-

cially appealing to dramatically reduce the effective cavity

length, they inherently suffer from high absorption of near

infrared photons and hence comparably low Q-factors. On

the other hand, microcavities based on two hybrid photonic

mirrors13 are, in particular, challenging to fabricate. The

aimed approach in the work presented here is to develop a

flexible DBR microcavity design with potentially ultra-high

Q-factors on a double GaAs/air DBR microcavity with

integrated quantum wells. In order to strongly reduce the

effective cavity length, we maximize the difference in the

refractive index of the alternating layers by selectively

removing the AlGaAs layers. The resulting low dimensional

devices feature quality factors exceeding 3000 and show pro-

nounced laser emission under optical pumping.

The epitaxially grown sample consists of a k-cavity con-

taining four 7 nm thick In0.13Ga0.87As-QWs emitting at

1.388 eV. The QWs are separated by 4 nm thick GaAs bar-

riers. The bottom DBR consists of 3.5 GaAs/Al0.7Ga0.3As

mirror pairs while the top DBR is made of three mirror pairs.

The layer thicknesses are designed for a photonic resonance

at 1.363 eV in the center of the wafer for the fully processed

GaAs/air sample. The thickness of the Al0.7Ga0.3As layers

(which are selectively removed later on) is a quarter of the

resonance wavelength in air while the GaAs (n¼ 3.614)

layers fulfill a 3k/4 condition to gain more stability during

the process and for the fully processed sample. In Fig. 1(a), a

scanning electron microscope image of the grown structure

is depicted.

After growth is completed, a 250 nm thick SiO2 layer is

sputtered onto the wafer to serve as an etch mask. Then the

sample is coated with PMMA (Polymethylmethacrylate) for

electron beam lithography. The fabrication layout of our

sample consists of pairs of holes (circles and rectangles) of

different size and distance. The exposed resist is removed,

and the two holes are etched with reactive ion etching

through the SiO2. In a second etching step, the holes are

etched deeply into the semiconductor. These holes serve as

contact surface for the following selective wet etching step.

10% hydrofluoric acid is used as a chemical wet etch to

remove the Al0.7Ga0.3As layers and to realize a free standing

area around each hole. Ideally, yet not necessarily, the com-

plete distance between one pair of holes is free standing. A

scanning electron microscopy image of such an underetched

region can be seen in Fig. 1(b). To avoid a collapse during

the drying process because of surface tension, t-Butyl alco-

hol sublimation14 is used. The resulting device formed by

the free-standing GaAs/air membrane region in between the

two holes is schematically sketched in Fig. 1(c).

Fig. 2(a) shows calculations of the mode intensities of a

GaAs/air Bragg cavity and a standard AlAs/GaAs cavity.

a)Present address: SUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, University of

St. Andrews, St. Andrews KY16 9SS, United Kingdom.
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The intensity profiles were calculated by a plane wave

expansion technique using the software CAMFR.15 Our sim-

ulations yield a reduction of the effective cavity length by a

factor of �2 in the GaAs/air approach. For instance, in the

regime of strong light-matter coupling between quantum

well excitons and cavity photons, such a reduction would

directly lead to an increased Rabi-splitting by a factor of
ffiffiffi

2
p

.

Calculations of maximally expected Q-factors of ideal two-

dimensional microcavities obtained by transfer matrix calcu-

lations are presented in Fig. 2(b). As a result of the signifi-

cantly higher contrast in the refractive index between the

mirror materials, microcavities with theoretical Q-factors

exceeding 100 000 can be expected with only 3 GaAs/air

mirror pairs (MPs). In contrast, 25 GaAs/AlAs MPs are at

least necessary to theoretically design similarly cold cavity

Q-factors.

In order to systematically study the photonic properties

of our fabricated resonator samples, we have performed

energy-momentum dispersion measurements. The Fourier

space photoluminescence (PL) setup is composed of a stand-

ard micro-PL configuration with an additional far field lens

to convert the real space image into the momentum-space (k-

space) image.16 This setup allows a direct acquisition of the

momentum-energy dispersion on a two-dimensional CCD

screen.

We first discuss the influence of finite size effects on the

emission spectra from our microcavity systems. The system

size is set by the boundaries of the system: On one hand, this

is the interface between the underetched area (air) and the

as-grown area (Al0.7Ga0.3As); on the other hand the interface

between the DBR to the deep etched holes defines a natural

boundary. The latter is geometrically well defined. Its dimen-

sions are given by the processing layout and the semiconduc-

tor to air transitions lead to a very deep optical confinement.

In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), a representative energy-

momentum dispersion map is depicted. The sample was held

at temperature of 70 K and excited with a 658 nm laser with

a power of 35.8 mW. A rich set of photonic resonances

appear red detuned from the QW (emission energy:

1.390 eV) as discrete lines in energy. The low-dimensional

character of the photonic resonances is reflected in their fi-

nite extension in k-direction together with their discrete char-

acter in energy.

Q-factors extracted from the ground state of the meas-

ured spectra surpass values of 1200 with maximum values of

3040 which are exemplarily depicted in Fig. 3(c). The spec-

trum shows a profile of the measurement taken in Fig. 3(a)

around kk equal zero. These values compare favorably to

previous reports on GaAs based structures17 and InP based

devices18 of similar design. We nevertheless note a strong

deviation from the theoretical Q-factor which we attribute to

the following reasons: we measure the Q-factor in the vicin-

ity (30 meV) of the QW emission. By the absorption of the

QW, the measured Q-factor is naturally reduced.19 On the

FIG. 1. (a) Scanning electron micros-

copy image of grown structure. The

structure consists of 3.5 Al0.7Ga0.3As/

GaAs mirror pairs, a k cavity with

four In0.13Ga0.87As–QWs emitting at

1.388 eV, and 3 GaAs/Al0.7Ga0.3As

mirror pairs (from left to right). (b)

Scanning electron microscopy image

of the cleaved edge after processing

the sample. Originating from the deep

dry etched holes, the AlGaAs layers

have been removed via selective wet

chemical etching. (c) Sketch of the

fully processed sample. The optical

mode inside the cavity and the verti-

cally directed laser beam are

indicated.

FIG. 2. (a) Comparison of the simu-

lated mode intensities of a standard

GaAs/AlAs DBR and the presented

GaAs/air DBR design. The intensity

mode profiles are normalized to one

and shifted vertically for clarity and

the black horizontal lines illustrate the

effective cavity lengths. (b)

Comparison of theoretical maximum

Q-factor for planar samples.
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contrary, we can exclude effects arising from the finite selec-

tivity of HF.20 The expected difference in the layer thickness

from the beginning of the deep dry etched holes to the center

of the GaAs/air microcavity is below one atomic layer

because of the high selectivity of hydrofluoric acid for AlAs.

We also eliminate the influence of the mirror pairs sagging

since the photonic mode does not shift along the connection

line of the two deep dry etched holes within the resolution of

our setup of 200 leV.

We will now discuss the finite size effects leading to the

observed mode quantization in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The pho-

tonic confinement in our system is generated by the physical

boundaries in our system, such as the lateral interface from

semiconductor to air (as sketched in Fig. 1(c)). The corre-

sponding distance between two deep dry etched holes is

specified by electron beam processing and amounts to either

20 lm or 40 lm in our study. Since the refractive index con-

trast between semiconductor and air is rather large, we

assume that the optical mode is pinned to zero at this inter-

face. In particular, for the 40 lm spacing, it was not possible

to realize a free-standing membrane. Optical microscopy

images suggested a lateral size of the underetched region to

(10 6 3) lm, which is now limited by the transition from the

highly reflective GaAs/air region to the GaAs/AlGaAs

surrounding. To calculate the quantized mode energies, we

use the analytical expression in, e.g., Ref. 21. The effective

refractive index in our structure (�1.988) was estimated by

averaging the refractive indices weighted by the field inten-

sity in vertical direction.

Using this solid wall potential model, we can theoreti-

cally reproduce the experimental mode energies, using the

ground state energy and the lateral size as free parameters. A

measure for the excellence of the fit is the mean square devi-

ation of the calculation from the measurement summed over

all states. In Fig. 3(d), one can see the deviation as a function

of the size of the confinement for three exemplarily selected

ground state energies of the photon mode. A distinct mini-

mum of the deviation, namely, 0.72 meV, yields a lateral

confinement on the order of 11.8 lm.

Fig. 3(e) compiles the result of this analysis, which we

carried out for various devices with different parameters

(distance, shape, and size of the holes). Our results can be

divided into two groups. One with the size of confinement

located around (13.1 6 1.0) lm, the second situated at

(7.3 6 1.1) lm including the measurements taken from devi-

ces with 40 lm distance of the holes. This suggests that con-

finement, in particular for large hole spacings, is generated

by one deep dry etched hole on the one side and by the inter-

face between the underetched and the as-grown area on the

other side. For the 20 lm distance of the holes, this suggests

that a small wall of not underetched area is still remaining,

which we could not detect via optical microscopy. The meas-

urements with the larger size of confinement (13 lm) emerge

only at the 20 lm distance of the holes, which nevertheless

deviates from the expected value around 20 lm. We attribute

this to Anderson localization22 originating from disorder in

the etched edge of the deep holes, leading to an additional

effective photonic confinement. We note that we neglected

the dependency of the refractive index on the wavelength of

the bulk material during the calculation of the length param-

eter. In our case, this reduces the effective refractive index

for higher quantized modes leading to a slightly underesti-

mated length parameter. Another consequence visible in

Fig. 3(e) is the shape of the deep dry etched holes (circles

FIG. 3. (a) Photoluminescence spec-

trum with momentum-resolution. The

image shows the dispersion recorded

between two holes (distance, 20 lm;

hole size, 2 lm; shape, rectangles).

Indicated are the numbers of the states.

(b) Zoom in the dispersion as indicated

by the gray rectangle in Fig. 3(a). (c)

Profile of the measurement taken in

Fig. 3(a) around kk¼ 0. A Q-factor of

3040 was extracted from the linewidth

of the resonance. (d) Result gained

from 1D infinite potential well model.

The deviation of the calculation from

the measurement is plotted as a func-

tion of the lateral size of the confine-

ment for three different energies of the

photon ground state. (e) Result of sev-

eral measurements: Circles and rectan-

gles indicate the physical shape of the

deeply etched pair of holes. The out-

come can be divided into two groups:

in group one, situated at (7.3 6 1.1)

lm, the confinement is limited by

the single under etched distance. The

second group is located at (13.1 6 1.0)

lm. The confinement is smaller than

expected because of Anderson

localization.
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and rectangles as indicated) which have no influence on the

size of the confinement.

To reach the lasing regime in our sample, we excited it

with a Titanium:sapphire laser at 839.1 nm wavelength in

continuous wave mode and recorded the photoluminescence

as a function of excitation power at a temperature of 70 K. In

the integrated intensity plot of the emission peak (Fig. 4), we

can observe the lasing threshold for optical pumping at an

excitation power of 20 mW with a decreasing linewidth

down to the resolution of our setup of 200 leV. The increase

of the linewidth at an excitation power of 55 mW is attrib-

uted to a mode competition from a second photonic mode.23

The S-shape and the decreasing linewidth are typical for

laser operation in the weak coupling regime. From theoreti-

cal calculations based on a rate equation model,24 we can

extract the fraction of spontaneous emitted photons

b¼ (1.02 6 0.01)% which are funneled into the cavity. A

rough estimate of the excitation power we used to reach the

lasing threshold is 1.6 kW/cm2 which we extracted from the

beam diameter (4 lm) and the reflectivity of the top DBR

(>99%) at the used excitation wavelength. Over the whole

excitation range, the emission shifts around 3.3 meV towards

the red, which indicates sample heating.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the fabrication of

high quality low dimensional GaAs/air microcavities. The

photoluminescence spectra of our sample are dominated by

discrete resonances, correlating with the finite size of our

structures in three dimensions. Excitation power dependent

investigations of our structures revealed a clear evidence of

photon lasing, supported by a pronounced threshold behavior

and a decreasing linewidth down to the resolution limit as a

signature of temporal coherence. We anticipate that our

device technology can be adapted for the realization of com-

pact polariton lasers due to the comparably short physical

cavity length and the capability to employ opto-mechanical

tuning techniques.
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